
 

 

Most common reasons for not approving a septic 

system (red-tagging) 
1. Portions of the septic system are backfilled prior to the inspection, i.e. top of tank covering size 

stamp, pipe in stone bed covered, chambers covered, manifolds covered.  

• For a final inspection to be completed, staff needs to be able to observe all portions of the 

system.  Most common issue is the covering of pipe in a bed/trench.  

2. Not enough fall on sewer line from house to tank and effluent line to distribution box.  A minimum 

of 1/8”/ft. of fall is required. 

• This requirement is so that the piping does not hold/store water in the pipe which could lead to 

freezing of the effluent in the lines in the winter time, and that in turn could damage the piping 

or cause a back up into the house.     

3. Less than 5 feet of distance between the septic tank and the distribution box. 

• Prevents backups from d-box and absorption area to septic tank. 

4. Distribution box not installed outside of the absorption bed or trenches.     

• The purpose of having the distribution box outside of the absorption bed or trenches is to 

prevent the distribution box from settling and from becoming saturated in a way that effluent 

isn’t dispersing to all portions of the absorption area evenly.  

5. Solid pipe from distribution box (header lines) connected to bottom hole of chambers instead of 

top hole. 

• Effluent piping should always go into the top hole of the chambers. The doming shape of 

chambers is to provide void space if area becomes saturated and effluent builds up.  Lack of 

void space if pipes in bottom of chambers. 

6. Piping/chambers not installed level in trench or bed. 

• There should not be any slope in any absorption area.  Slope will cause the effluent to pool in 

one area which means that the entire absorption area is not in use which could lead to the 

system failing prematurely.  

7. Absorption field or bed system installed greater than 4 ft. of the permitted depth.   

• From original grade to bottom of excavated area cannot be deeper than 4 feet in any area of the 

absorption field.  

8. Header lines from distribution box to chambers sloped backwards towards the distribution box. 

• Flow of effluent should always goes towards the bed/trench.     

9. Unequal number of chambers in each trench or row in bed. (example 15 chambers in the first row 

and 20 in the next) 

• Each row/trench should have an equal number of chambers. If there is an odd number the next 

row should be within 1 chamber of the other rows. (example 15 chambers in first row and 16 

chambers in the second row) 

10. Septic tank lids are not open for proper inspection of tank interior. 

• Inspection staff needs to observe installation of piping inside the tank to ensure that it was 

properly installed.  The lids can be placed loosely on top, but should not be completely set 

down (concrete lids) or screwed down (plastic riser). 


